Teaching Conference 2019
Programme

10.00 – 10.30 Registration, Tea / Coffee

10.30 – 12.00 “The new CTI (Core Training for Instructors)” presentation by Malcolm Brown, followed by Q & A session

12.00 – 13.00 Lunch, in Café Active

13.00 – 14.00 “RSCDS Publications Present and Future”, presentation by Peter Knapman of the Membership Services Committee, followed by discussion.

14.00 – 15.00 Group discussions on the topics of:
  - How to start a new class
  - What adjustments are required to accommodate people with additional needs?
  - How do you integrate beginners turning up to a well established class?
  followed by feedback

15.00 – 15.50 “Tools for Teachers”, presentation by Malcolm Brown

15.50 – 16.00 Summary and thanks, by Anne Taylor

16.00 Tea/coffee